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CROSSING-CHANGEABLE BRAIDS FROM CHROMATIC CONFIGURATION
SPACES
HAO LI AND ZHI LÜ
ABSTRACT. Motivated by thework in [15], this paper deals with the theory of the braids
from chromatic configuration spaces. This kind of braids possess the property that some
strings of each braid may intersect together and can also be untangled, so they are quite
different from the ordinary braids in the sense of Artin. This enriches and extends the
theory of ordinary braids.
1. INTRODUCTION
Generally, the mathematical study of braids can trace back to the seminar work of
Artin in [1, 2] around the first half of the last century. The theory of braids studies the
concept of braids and the presentations of braid groups as well as various generaliza-
tions arising from various branches of the mathematics. For example, braid groups can
be interpreted as the fundamental groups of certain (unordered) configuration spaces
by Fox and Neuwirth [13]. Brieskorn [8, 9] extended the notion of the braid group
to Artin groups or the generalized braid groups by associating to all finite Coxeter
groups. So far, there have been many interesting and strong links between the the-
ory of braids and other various theories and areas, such as knot theory, group theory,
algebraic geometry, mathematical physics and so on (e.g., see [3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14]).
As pointed out in [15], the theory of ordinary braids has two basic theoretical fea-
tures: One is that each braid group is realized as the fundamental group of the orbit
space of a geometric object with free action of a group; the other is that each braid
group uniquely corresponds to a short exact sequence induced by the geometric object
with free action. In [15], the theory of orbit braids has been established by making use
of the construction of orbit configuration spaces (which can be understood as a gener-
alization of classical configuration spaces), and generally it does not possess the above
basic theoretical features. The theory of the orbit braids from orbit configuration spaces
provides us much more insights. Indeed, an orbit braid group can be large enough to
contain various different braid groups as its subgroups, but it can still be described in
terms of homotopy (i.e., the so-called extended fundamental group defined in [15]).
Motivated by the work in [15], in this paper we consider the braids from chromatic
configuration spaces (which can be regarded as another generalization of classical con-
figuration spaces). This kind of braids are quite different from the ordinary braids in
the sense of Artin. Actually some strings of such a braid may intersect together but
we can untangle them up to equivalence. Of course, the groups formed by such braids
cannot be achieved as fundamental groups of some geometric objects yet. The purpose
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of this paper is to deal with the theory of such braids from chromatic configuration
spaces.
Let Γ be a simple graph without loops on the vertex set [n] = {1, ..., n}. By E(Γ)
we denote the set of edges of Γ, and by ij we denote the edge adjacent to two vertices
i, j ∈ [n]. Then the chromatic configuration space of a topological space X over Γ is
defined by
F (X,Γ) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
×n|xj 6= xk for jk ∈ E(Γ)}
∗.
If we regard each point in X as a color, then F (X,Γ) exactly consists of all colorings
by using all colors of X to color vertices of Γ in such a way that adjacent vertices al-
ways have different colors. So this is the reason why we call F (X,Γ) the chromatic
configuration space of X over Γ. The definition of F (X,Γ) first appeared in the work
of Eastwood and Huggett [12], where F (X,Γ) was called the generalized configura-
tion space therein. Clearly, if Γ is a complete graph, then F (X,Γ) is just the classical
configuration space F (X, n), so the chromatic configuration spaces enrich the world of
classical configuration spaces, and in particular, they also bring in much information
of graphs to configuration spaces.
The chromatic configuration space F (X,Γ) possesses the distinctive properties in
its own way. First, the symmetric group Σn does not act on F (X,Γ) very well, but
its role will be replaced by Aut(Γ), the automorphism group of graph Γ. However, the
canonical action ofAut(Γ) on F (X,Γ) is not free in general. This results in the failure of
existence of fibre map, thus it is not surprising that the braid group from the chromatic
configuration space that we will consider can not be realized as the fundamental group
of some topological space. Second, F (X,Γ) relies on the structure of Γ heavily. It is
well-known that the structure of graphs is complicated, especially, the exact status of
Aut(Γ) is still unknown [5]. These two factors lead to difficulties when considering
F (X,Γ).
Following the idea in [15], the concept of braid groups can actually be generalised to
various configuration spaces. Now let us deal with the theory of the braids from the
chromatic configuration spaces. Assume thatX is a connected topological manifold of
dimension at least two. Choose a base point x in F (X,Γ), which is of free orbit type
under action of Aut(Γ). Then we will perform our work as follows:
(1) Use the paths α with starting point x and ending point in the orbit Aut(Γ)(x) at
x in F (X,Γ) to construct the geometric braids c(α)with n strings inX× I . Such
a geometric braid c(α) is quite different from one in the sense of Artin. Actually,
there may be intersection points between different strings in c(α). Intersection
or non-intersection of different strings in c(α) depend upon the structure of Γ.
However, any intersection point appearing in different strings can be untangled
by doing a small deformation on the path α in F (X,Γ). This means that if
two strings can intersect, then any crossing happening between them can be
∗IfX admits an effective action of a groupG, then we can even define the chromatic orbit configuration
space
FG(X,Γ) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
×n|G(xj) 6= G(xk) for jk ∈ E(Γ)}
where G(x) denotes the orbit at x ∈ X . Certainly we can also consider the braids from the chromatic
orbit configuration spaces, but more details will be involved. Here for our purpose we mainly pay our
attention on dealing with the theory of the braids from chromatic configuration spaces.
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changed via an intersection point. Thus, such a geometric braid c(α) is also
called a crossing-changeable braid.
(2) Define an equivalence relation among crossing-changeable braids c(α) such that
the relation agrees with the homotopy relation (relative to ∂I) among the paths
α. Furthermore, all equivalence classes of crossing-changeable braids form a
group, denoted byB(X,Γ), which is called the crossing-changeable braid group.
At the same time, all homotopy classes (relative to ∂I) of the paths with start-
ing point x and ending point in Aut(Γ)(x) in F (X,Γ) can also form a group
by equipping with an operation, denoted by πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x)), which is
called the extended fundamental group of F (X,Γ), first defined in [15].
The following theorem tells us that the crossing-changeable braid group B(X,Γ) can
be described in terms of the extended fundamental group πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x))
homotopically.
Theorem 1.1. The crossing-changeable braid group B(X,Γ) is isomorphic to the extended
fundamental group πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x)).
Compared with ordinary braid groups, the structure of B(X,Γ) seems to be more
complicated. As is known, a braid in the ordinary braid group B(X, n) can always
be decomposed at each crossing of n strings, so what we need to do is to consider the
braids with only one crossing and then to find out the relations among them. However,
for a crossing-changeable braid in B(X,Γ), doing the same decomposition does not
work very well. In fact, since once we decompose it at each crossing, the induced
braids may not lie in B(X,Γ). This is the key point where difficulty lies in.
Like the theory of ordinary braid groups, B(X,Γ) contains a subgroup P (X,Γ),
called the pure crossing-changeable braid group, which is exactly isomorphic to the
fundamental group π1(F (X,Γ), x). On the other hand, each class ofB(X,Γ) determines
a unique element in Aut(Γ). This leads us to obtain a short exact sequence.
Theorem 1.2. There is a short exact sequence
1 −→ P (X,Γ) −→ B(X,Γ) −→ Aut(Γ) −→ 1
Using the inclusion i : F (X, n) →֒ F (X,Γ), we also study the relation between the
braid groups and the extended fundamental groups of F (X, n) and F (X,Γ), see Propo-
sition 2.2.
Finally we focus on the case of X = C. By the presentation of the classical pure
braid group, we can give a presentation of P (C,Γ) for any finite simple graph Γ (see
Theorem 3.3). However, the determination of B(C,Γ) is not an easy thing since the
group structure of Aut(Γ) is still open in general. Making use of the group extension
theory, we obtain an explicit presentation of B(C, Cn) where Cn is the cycle graph.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the main part of this paper, where we
will discuss how to define a crossing-changeable braid and the equivalence relation
among crossing-changeable braids. Then we construct the crossing-changeable braid
group and give it a homotopy description. Furthermore, we establish a short exact
sequence aboutB(X,Γ) and P (X,Γ). We also discuss the connection between the braid
groups and the extended fundamental groups of F (X, n) and F (X,Γ). In Section 3, we
pay our attention on the case X = C. We calculate P (C,Γ) for arbitrary finite simple
graph Γ, and B(C, Cn).
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2. CROSSING-CHANGEABLE BRAIDS
Given a topological space X and a simple graph Γ without loops on the vertex set
[n] = {1, ..., n}. Then we have the chromatic configuration space of X over Γ defined
by
F (X,Γ) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
×n|xj 6= xk for jk ∈ E(Γ)}
with subspace topology. In the case when Γ is a complete graph, F (X,Γ) is the classical
configuration space. However, F (X, n) is always a subspace of F (X,Γ) in general.
Let Aut(Γ) denote the automorphism group of Γ
Aut(Γ) = {σ ∈ Σn|σ(j)σ(k) ∈ E(Γ) ⇐⇒ jk ∈ E(Γ)}
which is a subgroup of the symmetric group Σn. It is easy to see that the chromatic
configuration space F (X,Γ) admits a natural action of Aut(Γ), defined by
(σ, (x1, ..., xn)) 7−→ (xσ(1), ..., xσ(n)).
However, this action on Aut(Γ) on F (X,Γ) is generally non-free. Of course, when Γ
is a complete graph, Aut(Γ) just becomes the symmetric group Σn, so that the natural
action of Σn on F (X, n) is free.
In the following, we shall pay attentions on the case in whichX is a connected topo-
logical manifold of dimension greater than one. Then it is easy to see that F (X,Γ) is
connected.
2.1. Definition and equivalence relation of crossing-changeable braids. Given a path
α = (α1, . . . , αn) : I −→ F (X,Γ), where αi : I −→ X is the i-th coordinate of α. Then
α uniquely determines a configuration c(α) = {c(α1), . . . , c(αn)} of n strings in X × I ,
where c(αi) = {(αi(s), s)|s ∈ I}. By the construction of F (X,Γ), it is easy to see that
two strings c(αj) and c(αk) may intersect if jk 6∈ E(Γ). In addition, it should also be
emphasized that all n strings in c(α) are unordered in X × I .
Now let us choose a base point x = (x1, ...,xn) in F (X,Γ) such that xi’s are pairwisely
distinct in X , so x is of free orbit type under the action of Aut(Γ). Given a σ ∈ Aut(Γ),
we denote (xσ(1), ...,xσ(n)) by xσ, and denote (ασ(1), . . . , ασ(n)) by ασ. Then we give the
following definition in the sense of Artin [1, 2].
Definition 1. Let α = (α1, . . . , αn) : I −→ F (X,Γ) be a path such that α(0) = x and
α(1) = xσ for some σ ∈ Aut(Γ). Then c(α) is called a crossing-changeable braid in X × I .
Remark 1. The crossing-changeable braids are quite different from ordinary braids in the sense
of Artin. Indeed, there may be intersection points among all different strings in a crossing-
changeable braid. In particular, some pairs of strings can intersect, and some pairs of strings
cannot intersect strictly. This heavily depends upon the structure of Γ.
For example, let Γ be the cycle graph C4, then Aut(Γ) is the dihedral group D8 = 〈a, b|a
4 =
b2 = e, b−1ab = b−1〉, where a denotes the cyclic permutation (1234), and b denotes the permu-
tation (24).
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For two braids as shown in the figures above, we notice that the second and fourth strings
can intersect since 24 /∈ E(Γ). This is different from classical braids. However, we see that
the first and fourth strings (the third and fourth strings respectively) can not intersect since
14, 34 ∈ E(Γ). This just agrees with classical braids.
By the construction of chromatic configuration spaces, obviously we can untie the intersec-
tion points appearing in the second and fourth strings of two braids as shown in the figures
above by doing small deformations. Essentially nothing is changed up to homotopy.
The observation in Remark 1 gives us an insight to the equivalence of crossing-
changeable braids. Set
Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)) = {α : I −→ F (X,Γ)
∣∣α(0) = x, and α(1) ∈ Aut(Γ)(x)}
which consists of those paths with restricted endpoints in F (X,Γ).
Definition 2. Let α and β be two paths in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)). We say that two corre-
sponding crossing-changeable braids c(α) and c(β) are equivalent, denoted by c(α) ∼ c(β), if
there exist n homotopy maps ĥi : I×I −→ X×I given by ĥi(s, t) = (hi(s, t), s), i = 1, . . . , n,
such that
(1) ĥi(s, 0) = c(αi) and ĥi(s, 1) = c(βi);
(2) hi(0, t) = αi(0) = βi(0) and hi(1, t) = αi(1) = βi(1);
(3) For any (s, t) ∈ I × I , if jk ∈ E(Γ) then hj(s, t) 6= hk(s, t).
Actually, the equivalence of the crossing-changeable braids c(α) and c(β) can be de-
tected by the homotopy equivalence of the corresponding paths α and β.
Proposition 2.1. Let α and β be two paths in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)). Then α ≃ β rel ∂I
if and only if c(α) ∼ c(β).
Proof. Assume that h = (h1, ..., hn) : I × I −→ F (X,Γ) is a homotopy relative to ∂I
from α to β. Then we can use h to define n homotopy maps
ĥi : I × I −→ X × I
by ĥi(s, t) = (hi(s, t), s), satisfying the three conditions of Definition 2. Thus c(α) and
c(β) are equivalent.
Conversely, suppose that c(α) and c(β) are equivalent. Then there are n homotopy
maps
ĥi : I × I −→ X × I
by ĥi(s, t) = (hi(s, t), s), which satisfy the three conditions of Definition 2. These hi’s
determine a map h = (h1, ..., hn) : I × I −→ F (X,Γ), which is just the homotopy
relative to ∂I from α to β. 
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2.2. Crossing-changeable braid groups and extended fundamental groups. The con-
cept of extended fundamental groups was given in a general way in [15, Section 4], and
it plays an important role on the study of orbit braids.
By πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x)) we denote the extended fundamental group of F (X,Γ)
with action of group Aut(Γ) at the base point x, which consists of the homotopy classes
(relative to ∂I) of all paths in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)), with the operation • defined by
[α] • [β] = [α ◦ βσ]
or
[β] • [α] = [β ◦ ατ ]
for two paths α and β with α(1) = xσ and β(1) = xτ in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)), where
◦ is the usual operation between paths. Of course, generally [β] • [α] 6= [β] • [α]. Clearly,
the fundament group π1(F (X,Γ), x) is a subgroup of πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x)). Note
that all paths of Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)) are not necessarily closed.
As mentioned before, all strings of each crossing-changeable braid c(α) at the base
point x are unordered in X × I , where α ∈ Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)). This means that
for any σ ∈ Aut(Γ), actually c(α) = c(ασ) although generally α(0) 6= ασ(0) and α(1) 6=
ασ(1). We note that the endpoints ασ(0) and ασ(1) of ασ are still in the orbit Aut(Γ)(x).
Thus, the set
{c(α)|α ∈ Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x))}
denoted by C(X×I,Aut(Γ)(x)) consists of all possible crossing-changeable braids with
endpoints lied in Aut(Γ)(x).
Geometrically, there is a natural operation on all crossing-changeable braids in C(X×
I,Aut(Γ)(x)) by gluing the ending point of a crossing-changeable braid and the start-
ing point of another crossing-changeable braid. This operation can also be defined in
terms of the homotopy of paths. We state it as follows:
c(α) ∗ c(β) = c(α ◦ βσ)
for two crossing-changeable braids c(α) and c(β)with α(1) = xσ and β(1) = xτ .
LetB(X,Γ) denote the set formed by the equivalence classes of all crossing-changeable
braids in C(X× I,Aut(Γ)(x)). Then the operation ∗ on C(X× I,Aut(Γ)(x)) induces the
operation ⋆ on B(X,Γ) as follows:
[c(α)] ⋆ [c(β)] = [c(α) ∗ c(β)] = [c(α ◦ βσ)]
for two paths α and β with α(1) = xσ and β(1) = xτ in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)).
It is not difficult to see that B(X,Γ) forms a group under the operation ⋆, and gener-
ally it is not abelian.
Definition 3. The groupB(X,Γ) is called the crossing-changeable braid group of F (X,Γ).
Those classes [c(α)] with α(1) = x in B(X,Γ) form a subgroup, which is called the pure
crossing-changeable braid group, denoted by P (X,Γ).
There is a homotopy description for these two braid groups.
Theorem 2.1.
(1) The crossing-changeable braid group B(X,Γ) is isomorphic to the extended fundamen-
tal group πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x));
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(2) The pure crossing-changeable braid group P (X,Γ) is isomorphic to the fundamental
group π1(F (X,Γ), x).
Proof. Define the map ϕ : πE1 (F (X,Γ), x,Aut(Γ)(x)) −→ B(X,Γ) given by
ϕ([α]) = [c(α)].
For two paths α and β with α(1) = xσ and β(1) = xτ , a direct check shows that
ϕ([α] • [β]) = ϕ([α ◦ βσ]) = [c(α ◦ βσ)][c(α) ∗ c(β)] = [c(α)] ⋆ [c(β)] = ϕ([α]) ⋆ ϕ([β])
so ϕ is a group homomorphism. Furthermore it follows from Proposition 2.1 that ϕ is
an isomorphism, as desired.
The isomorphism in (2) is just the restriction of ϕ to P (X,Γ). 
Lemma 2.1. Each [c(α)] in B(X,Γ) determines a unique element σ ∈ Aut(Γ), where α(1) =
xσ.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. There is the following natural exact sequence:
1 −→ P (X,Γ) −→ B(X,Γ) −→ Aut(Γ) −→ 1
Proof. Take a class [c(α)] in B(X,Γ), by Lemma 2.1, there is a unique element σ ∈
Aut(Γ) such that α(1) = xσ. Define the map Φ : B(X,Γ) −→ Aut(Γ) given by
Φ([c(α)]) = σ.
For two paths α and β with α(1) = xσ and β(1) = xτ in Ω(F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)), it is
easy to see that α ◦ βσ(1) = xστ , so Φ([c(α)] ⋆ [c(β)]) = Φ([c(α ◦ βσ)] = στ . Thus Φ is a
group homomorphism.
Choose an element σ in Aut(Γ). Since F (X,Γ) is connected, there must be a path
α : I −→ F (X,Γ) such that α(0) = x and α(1) = xσ, so [c(α)] ∈ B(X,Γ). This means
that Φ is surjective.
For [c(α)] ∈ B(X,Γ), if Φ([c(α)]) is the identity of Aut(Γ), then α(1) = x, so ker(Φ) is
isomorphic to P (X,Γ). This completes the proof. 
2.3. Associated with classical configuration space F (X, n). As a subspace of F (X,Γ),
the classical configuration space F (X, n) admits a free action of the symmetric group
Σn. Thus, for any non-trivial subgroup G of Σn, G can still act on F (X, n) freely. By [15,
Section 4] we may define the extended fundamental group at the base point x:
πE1 (F (X, n),x, G(x)) = {[α]|α : I −→ F (X, n) with α(0) = x and α(1) ∈ G(x)}
with the operation given by
[α] • [β] = [α ◦ βσ]
where σ ∈ G ⊂ Σn is the unique element determined by α such that α(1) = xσ. Then
we know from [15] that there is the following short exact sequence
(2.1) 1 −→ π1(F (X, n),x) −→ πE1 (F (X, n),x, G(x)) −→ G −→ 1.
SinceG is finite and the action ofG on F (X, n) is free, by [15, Section 4, (B)] we have that
πE1 (F (X, n),x, G(x)) is isomorphic to the fundamental group π1(F (X, n)/G,x), where
x is the image of x under the projection F (X, n) −→ F (X, n)/G.
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On the other hand, since G(x) ⊂ Σn(x), it is easy to see that πE1 (F (X, n),x, G(x)) ∼=
π1(F (X, n)/G,x) is a subgroup of πE1 (F (X, n),x,Σn(x)) ∼= π1(F (X, n)/Σn, x˜). It is well-
known that π1(F (X, n)/Σn, x˜) is regarded as the braid group B(X, n) in X × I . There-
fore, πE1 (F (X, n),x, G(x)) ∼= π1(F (X, n)/G,x) is a subgroup of B(X, n), also denoted
by B(X, n)|G. Of course, this can also be seen from the theory of covering spaces.
Now, choose G as the subgroup Aut(Γ) of Σn, let us discuss the relation between
B(X,Γ) and B(X, n)|Aut(Γ). First, consider the natural inclusion
i : F (X, n) →֒ F (X,Γ).
Lemma 2.2. The induced map i∗ : π1(F (X, n),x)→ π1(F (X,Γ),x) is an epimorphism.
Proof. Take a path class [α] ∈ π1(F (X,Γ),x). For any s ∈ I , if α(s) ∈ F (X, n), then
[α] is also an element of π1(F (X, n),x). Otherwise, there may be some αj and αk as
paths from I to X with intersection points, where αj and αk are two coordinates in
α = (α1, ..., αn). Using the same idea as in the proof of [15, Lemma 2.7], we can
do a slight homotopy deformation on α without touching endpoints to produce a
new path α′ such that all coordinates of α′ do not intersect each other, implying that
[α′] ∈ π1(F (X, n),x). This deformation makes sure that α ≃ α′ rel ∂I in F (X,Γ). Thus
i∗([α
′]) = [α′] = [α]. 
Remark 2. In the proof of Lemma 2.2, when doing various different slight homotopy defor-
mations on the path α in F (X,Γ), we can obtain many new paths with distinct coordinates.
Generally these new paths may not be the same up to homotopy in F (X, n), but they are always
the same up to homotopy in F (X,Γ).
Since Aut(Γ) can freely act on F (X, n), it is not difficult to see that the inclusion
i : F (X, n) →֒ F (X,Γ) becomes anAut(Γ)-map, and it also induces the homomorphism
i∗ : π
E
1 (F (X, n),x,Aut(Γ)(x))→ π
E
1 (F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)).
The restriction map of this homomorphism to π1(F (X, n),x) is just the epimorphism
in Lemma 2.2. Actually this homomorphism without any restriction is still an epimor-
phism.
Lemma 2.3. The homomorphism i∗ : π
E
1 (F (X, n),x,Aut(Γ)(x))→ π
E
1 (F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x))
is surjective.
Proof. The proof is a similar argument to one of Lemma 2.2. 
Together with Theorems 2.1–2.2 and Lemmas 2.2–2.3, we have
Proposition 2.2. There is an epimorphism between two short exact sequences.
1 −−−→ π1(F (X, n),x) −−−→ π
E
1 (F (X, n),x,Aut(Γ)(x)) −−−→ Aut(Γ)(x) −−−→ 1
i∗
y i∗y =y
1 −−−→ π1(F (X,Γ),x) −−−→ π
E
1 (F (X,Γ),x,Aut(Γ)(x)) −−−→ Aut(Γ)(x) −−−→ 1
or in terms of braid groups
1 −−−→ P (X, n) −−−→ B(X, n)|Aut(Γ) −−−→ Aut(Γ)(x) −−−→ 1y y =y
1 −−−→ P (X,Γ) −−−→ B(X,Γ) −−−→ Aut(Γ)(x) −−−→ 1.
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3. CALCULATIONS OF B(X,Γ) AND P (X,Γ)
In this section we will focus on the case X = C. We will discuss the structure of
B(C,Γ) and P (C,Γ), we abbreviate them to B(Γ) and P (Γ). When Γ is the complete
graph Kn,n on vertex set [n], B(Γ) and P (Γ) just are the classical braid group Bn and
pure braid group Pn, respectively. It is well-known that Artin [2] andMarkoff [16] gave
the presentations of Bn and Pn respectively, which are stated as follows.
Theorem 3.1 (Artin). The braid groupBn is generated by σi, i = 1, ..., n−1with the relations{
σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| > 1
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
where σi is the braid with only one crossing, as shown below
1 i− 1 i i+ 1 i+ 2 n
σi
Let si,j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n be the elements of Bn given by the formulae
(3.1) si,j = σj−1 . . . σi+1σ2i σ
−1
i+1 . . . σ
−1
j−1
as shown below
si,j
Figure A
1 i i+ 1 j − 1 j n
Theorem 3.2 (Markoff). The elements si,j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n with the Burau relations:
(1) si,jsk,l = sk,lsi,j for i < j < k < l and for i < k < l < j,
(2) si,jsi,ksj,k = si,ksj,ksi,j = sj,ksi,jsi,k for i < j < k,
(3) si,ksj,ksj,ls
−1
j,k = sj,ksj,ls
−1
j,ksi,k for i < j < k < l.
give a presentation of pure braid group Pn.
Remark 3. Intuitively we see that each generator inBn and Pn corresponds to an edge inKn,n.
In particular, all generators of Pn bijectively correspond to all edges of Kn,n.
3.1. The presentation of P (Γ). Let Γ be a simple graph without loops on vertex set [n].
Now let us discuss the the presentation of P (Γ), which is the generalization of Pn.
Define sij to be the braid in P (Γ) with the i-th string and the j-th string tangled one
time, as shown in Figure A. Obviously, if ij 6∈ E(Γ), then sij will be trivial. Let ∆ijk
denote the 3-circuit in Kn,n, which is formed by three edges ij, ik, jk where i, j, k ∈ [n].
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Let ijkl denote the 4-circuit in Kn,n, which is formed by four edges ij, jk, kl, il where
i, j, k, l ∈ [n].
Theorem 3.3. The elements si,j , ij ∈ E(Γ) with the following relations
(1) if ij, kl ∈ E(ijkl) ∩ E(Γ) with i < j < k < l or i < k < l < j, then
si,jsk,l = sk,lsi,j;
(21) if∆ijk with i < j < k is a 3-circuit in Γ, then
si,jsi,ksj,k = si,ksj,ksi,j = sj,ksi,jsi,k;
(22) if∆ijk is not a 3-circuit in Γ but ij, jk ∈ E(Γ) (so ik /∈ E(Γ)), then
si,jsj,k = sj,ksi,j
where the restriction condition i < j < k is not necessarily satisfied;
(31) if ik, jl ∈ E(ijkl) ∩ E(Γ) with i < j < k < l and ∆jkl is a 3-circuit in Γ, then
si,ksj,ksj,ls
−1
j,k = sj,ksj,ls
−1
j,ksi,k;
(32) if ik, jl ∈ E(ijkl) ∩ E(Γ) with i < j < k < l but ∆jkl is not a 3-circuit in Γ, then
si,ksj,l = sj,lsi,k
give a presentation of the pure crossing-changeable braid group P (Γ).
Proof. We know from Proposition 2.2 that the induced map i∗ : Pn −→ P (Γ) by the
inclusion i : F (C, n) →֒ F (C,Γ) is an epimorphism. This means that all elements si,j ,
ij ∈ E(Γ), form a system of generators in P (Γ), and all possible relations among them
can be obtained by the images of the epimorphism i∗ acting on the Burau relations
(1)–(3) in Theorem 3.2. Therefore, the required relations follow easily from direct cal-
culations. 
Remark 4. Randell tells us in [18, 19] that there is also another approach to get Theorem 3.3
from the viewpoint of complex hyperplane arrangements. Actually F (C,Γ) can be regarded as a
complement space of complex hyperplane arrangements as follows: Let Hi,j := {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈
R2n|zi = zj}. Then F (C,Γ) = C
n \
⋃
ij∈E(Γ)
Hi,j . Randell’s method is more geometric, for more
details, see [18, 19]). Here the method used is of the combinatorial nature.
Corollary 1. If Γ doesn’t contain any 3-circuit, then P (Γ) is a free abelian group generated by
si,j , ij ∈ E(Γ).
3.2. The presentation of B(Γ). The group structure ofB(Γ) is heavily relied on Aut(Γ).
However, as pointed out in [5], the group structure of Aut(Γ) is still an unsolved prob-
lem except for some particular classes of graphs. Furthermore, we see from the short
exact sequence
1→ P (Γ)→ B(Γ)→ Aut(Γ)→ 1
(see Theorem 2.2) that the determination of B(Γ) would be quite difficult in general
although a presentation of P (Γ) has been given in Theorem 3.3.
For a short exact sequence of groups
1→ A
j
−→ E
p
−→ G→ 1,
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the group extension theory [17] tells us how to give a presentation of E from the given
A = 〈S | R〉 andG = 〈T | Q〉. Choose a mapping (not necessarily a homomorphism) ψ :
G→ E with p◦ψ = idG. Clearly the choice of ψ is not unique since p is surjective. Then
we use ψ to give a conjugation action γ of G on A defined by γ(g, a) = ψ(g)−1aψ(g)
where g ∈ G and a ∈ A. For each t ∈ T , γ(t, ·) defines an automorphism γt : A → A.
Moreover, E is presented as follows
〈S ∪ ψ(T ) | R ∪ {ψ(t)−1sψ(t) = γt(s) : s ∈ S, t ∈ T} ∪ {ωq(s) = q(ψ(t); t ∈ T ) : q ∈ Q}〉
where wq(s) is a word in S such that j(ωq(s)) = q(ψ(t)) in E, and each q ∈ Q corre-
sponds to a word q(t) equal to the identity eG in G so p(q(ψ(t)) = eG.
3.2.1. A presentation of B(Cn). With the above understanding, now we consider the
case in which Γ is the cycle graph Cn in Kn,n. Without loss of generality, assume that
Cn is the cycle graph formed by edges 12, 23, ..., n(n− 1) and 1n. Then Aut(Cn) is the
dihedral group
D2n = 〈a, b|a
n = b2 = e, bab = a−1〉
where a denotes the cyclic permutation (12 · · ·n) and b denotes the permutation
b = (2 n)(3 n− 1) · · · (r(n) s(n))
where r(n) =
{
n
2
if n is even
n+1
2
if n is odd
and s(n) =
{
n+4
2
if n is even
n+3
2
if n is odd.
By Corollary 1, P (Cn) is a free abelian group generated by si,i+1(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and
s1,n, so
P (Cn) ∼=
⊕
1≤i≤n−1
Z(si,i+1)⊕ Z(s1,n).
Nextwe are going to give a presentation ofB(Cn) bymaking use of the group extension
theory from the short exact sequence
1→ P (Cn)
j
−→ B(Cn)
p
−→ D2n → 1.
By Proposition 2.2, we have the following commutative diagram with three epimor-
phisms
Bn|Aut(Cn)
i∗

%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
D2n
B(Cn)
p
99sssssssss
Choose a map ψ : D2n −→ B(Cn) with p ◦ ψ = idD2n , defined by ψ(a) = i∗(a1,n) and
ψ(b) = i∗(a2,na
−1
3,na3,n−1a
−1
4,n−1 · · · ar(n),s(n)a
−1
r(n)+1,s(n))
where ai,j denotes the word σj−1 · · ·σi inBn (for the meanings of σi’s, see Theorem 3.1);
namely
(3.2) ai,j = σj−1 · · ·σi.
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Geometrically, ak,la−1k+1,l expresses the braid of exchanging the k-th and l-th strings,
which is abbreviated as ek,l for convenience. Then
ψ(b) = i∗(e2,ne3,n−1 · · · er(n),s(n)).
Remark 5. Since i∗ : Bn|Aut(Cn) −→ B(Cn) is induced by the conclusion i : F (C, n) →֒
F (C, Cn), it is easy to see that for any braid ρ in Bn|Aut(Cn), i∗(ρ) can be understood as the
braid of ρ in B(Cn), so we may write i∗(ρ) = ρ.
First let us prove some useful equations in Bn.
Lemma 3.1. In Bn, the following equations hold:
(1◦) σi+1σiσ
2
i+1 = σ
2
i σi+1σi;
(2◦) ai,jσk = σk−1ai,j for i < k < j
(3◦) ai,jak,l = ak−1,l−1ai,j for i < k < l ≤ j;
(4◦) e2,ne3,n−1, ..., er(n),s(n) are pairwisely commutative;
(5◦) ek,n+2−ka1,n = a1,nek+1,n+3−k for 2 < k ≤ [
n+1
2
].
Proof. Making use of the relations (1)–(2) in Theorem 3.1, direct calculations give
σi+1σiσ
2
i+1 = σi+1σiσi+1σi+1 = σiσi+1σiσi+1 = σiσiσi+1σi = σ
2
i σi+1σi
and
ai,jσk =σj−1 . . . σkσk−1 . . . σiσk = σj−1 . . . σkσk−1σk . . . σi
=σj−1 . . . σk−1σkσk−1 . . . σi = σk−1σj−1 . . . σi
=σk−1ai,j .
This proves (1◦) and (2◦). Using the equation (2◦), we have
ai,jak,l = ai,jσl−1 · · ·σk = σl−2 · · ·σk−1ai,j = ak−1,l−1ai,j
as desired in (3◦). On (4◦), for arbitrary k < l, repeating the use of the equation (3◦),
we have
ek,n+2−kel,n+2−l =ak,n+2−ka
−1
k+1,n+2−kal,n+2−la
−1
l+1,n+2−l
=ak,n+2−kal+1,n+3−la
−1
k+1,n+2−ka
−1
l+1,n+2−l
=al,n+2−lak,n+2−ka
−1
l+2,n+3−la
−1
k+1,n+2−k
=al,n+2−la
−1
l+1,n+2−lak,n+2−ka
−1
k+1,n+2−k
=el,n+2−lek,n+2−k
as desired. On (5◦), when 2 < k ≤ [n+1
2
], repeating the use of the equation (3◦) gives
ek,n+2−ka1,n =ak,n+2−ka
−1
k+1,n+2−ka1,n
=ak,n+2−ka1,na
−1
k+2,n+3−k = a1,nak+1,n+3−ka
−1
k+2,n+3−k
=a1,nek+1,n+3−k.

We note that ij ∈ E(Cn)means for 1 < i ≤ n− 1, j = i+ 1 and for i = 1, j = 2 or n.
Proposition 3.1. The elements si,j, ij ∈ E(Cn), ψ(a) and ψ(b) with three families of relations:
R1 : si,j, ij ∈ E(Cn) are pairwisely commutative;
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R2 : ψ(a)
−1si,jψ(a) =

sa(i),a(j) if 1 ≤ i < n− 1 and j = i+ 1
sa(j),a(i) if i = 1 and j = n
sa(j),a(i) if i = n− 1 and j = n;
ψ(b)−1si,jψ(b) =

sb(j),b(i) if 1 < i ≤ n− 1 and j = i+ 1
sb(i),b(j) if i = 1 and j = 2
sb(i),b(j) if i = 1 and j = n;
R3 : ψ(a)
n = s1,nsn−1,nsn−2,n−1 · · · s1,2;
ψ(b)2 =
{
e if n is even
sn+1
2
,n+3
2
if n is odd;
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =
{
s1,2sn+2
2
,n+4
2
if n is even
s1,2sn+1
2
,n+3
2
sn+3
2
,n+5
2
if n is odd
give a presentation of the crossing-changeable braid group B(Cn).
Proof. By the theory of group extension, it suffices to show that three families of rela-
tions R1–R3 hold.
The relation R1 directly follows from the commutativity of P (Cn).
The relation R2 comes from the conjugation action of D2n on P (Cn). We proceed as
follows. On ψ(a)−1si,jψ(a) with ij ∈ E(Cn),
ψ(a)−1si,jψ(a) = ψ(a)
−1σ2i ψ(a) = i∗(a
−1
1,nσ
2
i a1,n)
=

i∗(a
−1
1,na1,nσ
2
i+1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 and j = i+ 1
i∗(a
−1
1,na2,nσ
2
1a
−1
2,na1,n) for i = 1 and j = n
i∗(a1,nσ
2
1a
−1
1,n) for i = n− 1 and j = n
(by Lemma 3.1(1◦)− (2◦))
=

si+1,i+2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 and j = i+ 1
s1,2 for i = 1 and j = n
s1,n for i = n− 1 and j = n
(by (3.1) and (3.2))
=

sa(i),a(j) if 1 ≤ i < n− 1 and j = i+ 1
sa(j),a(i) if i = 1 and j = n
sa(j),a(i) if i = n− 1 and j = n.
On ψ(b)−1si,jψ(b) with ij ∈ E(Cn), we have that
ψ(b)−1si,jψ(b) =
{
e−1
n
2
,n+4
2
· · · e−12,nsi,je2,n · · · en
2
,n+4
2
if n is even
e−1
n+1
2
,n+3
2
· · · e−12,nsi,je2,n · · · en+1
2
,n+3
2
if n is odd.
In particular, if ij 6∈ E(Cn) then si,j is a trivial braid so ψ(b)−1si,jψ(b) = e. First let us
look at the conjugation e−1k,n+2−ksi,jek,n+2−k where 1 < k ≤ [
n+1
2
] and ij ∈ E(Cn). If each
of i and j is not equal to k or n+2−k, then we easily see from the geometric meanings
of ek,n+2−k and si,j that ek,n+2−k and si,j are commutative so
e−1k,n+2−ksi,jek,n+2−k = si,j.
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Thus, by Lemma 3.1(4◦), it suffices to consider the case in which one of i and j is equal
to k or n + 2− k. The argument proceeds as follows:
When i = 1 and j = 2,
ψ(b)−1s1,2ψ(b) = i∗(e
−1
2,ns1,2e2,n) = i∗(a3,na
−1
2,nσ
2
1a2,na
−1
3,n) = i∗(a3,nσ
−1
2 σ
2
1σ2a
−1
3,n)
= i∗(s
−1
2,ns1,ns2,n) = s1,n = sb(1),b(2).
When i = 1 and j = n,
ψ(b)−1s1,nψ(b) = i∗(e
−1
2,ns1,ne2,n) = i∗(a3,na
−1
2,na2,nσ
2
1a
−1
2,na2,na
−1
3,n) = i∗(σ
2
1) = s1,2 = sb(1),b(n).
When i = l − 1 and j = l where 2 < l ≤ n, if 2 < l ≤ [n+1
2
] then
ψ(b)−1sl−1,lψ(b) =i∗(e
−1
l−1,n+3−le
−1
l,n+2−lsl−1,lel,n+2−lel−1,n+3−l)
=i∗(e
−1
l−1,n+3−lal+1,n+2−la
−1
l,n+2−lsl−1,lal,n+2−la
−1
l+1,n+2−lel−1,n+3−l)
=i∗(e
−1
l−1,n+3−lal+1,n+2−lσ
−1
l sl−1,lσla
−1
l+1,n+2−lel−1,n+3−l)
=i∗(e
−1
l−1,n+3−ls
−1
l,n+2−lsl−1,n+2−lsl,n+2−lel−1,n+3−l)
=i∗(s
−1
l,n+2−le
−1
l−1,n+3−lsl−1,n+2−lel−1,n+3−lsl,n+2−l)
=i∗(s
−1
l,n+2−la
−1
l−1,n+3−lal−1,n+2−la
−1
l−1,n+1−lσ
2
n+1−lal−1,n+1−la
−1
l−1,n+2−l
· al−1,n+3−lsl,n+2−l)
=i∗(s
−1
l,n+2−la
−1
l−1,n+3−lσ
2
n+1−lal−1,n+3−lsl,n+2−l)
=i∗(s
−1
l,n+2−la
−1
l−1,n+1−lσ
−1
n+1−lσn+1−lσ
2
n+2−lσ
−1
n+1−lσn+1−lal−1,n+1−lsl,n+2−l)
=i∗(s
−1
l,n+2−lsn+2−l,n+3−lsl,n+2−l) = sn+2−l,n+3−l = sb(l),b(l−1);
if [n+1
2
] < l ≤ n, in the similar way as above, we can still obtain ψ(b)−1sl−1,lψ(b) =
sb(l),b(l−1).
In conclusion, ψ(b)−1si,jψ(b) =

sb(j),b(i) if 1 < i ≤ n− 1 and j = i+ 1
sb(i),b(j) if i = 1 and j = 2
sb(i),b(j) if i = 1 and j = n
as desired.
Finally let us consider the relation R3, which essentially comes from the relations in
the dihedral group D2n. Making use of Reamrk 5, Lemma 3.1 and (3.1)–(3.2), by direct
calculations we have
ψ(a)n =i∗(a
n
1,n) = i∗((σn−1σn−2 · · ·σ
2
1 · · ·σn−2σn−1)(σn−2 · · ·σ
2
1 · · ·σn−2) · · ·σ
2
1)
=i∗((s1,ns2,n · · · sn−1,n)(s1,n−1s2,n−1 · · · sn−2,n−1) · · · s1,2)
=s1,nsn−1,nsn−2,n−1 · · · s1,2
and
ψ(b)2 =e22,ne
2
3,n−1 · · · e
2
r(n),s(n) (by Lemma 3.1(4
◦))
=s2,ns3,n−1 · · · sr(n),s(n) (by ( 3.1))
=
{
e if n is even
sn+1
2
n+3
2
if n is odd
(since ij 6∈ E(Cn) with |i− j| > 1 except 1n ∈ E(Cn)).
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On ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a), by direct calculations we have that when n = 4
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =i∗((a2,4a
−1
3,4a1,4)
2) = (a2,4a1,3)
2 = (σ3σ2σ2σ1)
2 = σ23σ
2
1
=s1,2s3,4 (since 24 /∈ E(C4))
and when n = 5,
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =i∗((a2,5a
−1
3,5a3,4a1,5)
2) = (a2,5a
−1
3,5a1,5a4,5)
2
=(a2,5a1,3a4,5)
2 = (σ4σ3σ1σ4)
2 = σ24σ
2
3σ
2
1
=s1,2s3,4s4,5 ( since 35 /∈ E(C5)).
More generally, when n ≥ 6, by Lemma 3.1 we have that
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =i∗(e2,ne3,n−1 · · · er(n),s(n)a1,n)
2 = i∗(e2,na1,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2
=i∗(a2,na
−1
3,na1,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2 = i∗(a3,nσ
2
2σ1e4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2
=i∗(a3,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2σ21 = i∗(a3,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2s1,2.
We see that i∗(a3,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)2 is only revelent to the path
Γ′ : 3—4— · · · —n
in Cn, which can be regarded as the path 1—2—· · ·—(n − 2) of Cn−2 on vertex set
[n − 2] = {1, 2, ..., n − 2}. Furthermore, in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 2.2,
we may obtain that the inclusion j : F (C, Cn−2) −→ F (C,Γ′) induces an epimorhpism
j∗ : B(Cn−2)|Aut(Γ′) −→ B(Γ
′). Thus i∗(a3,ne4,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)2 becomes
j∗(i∗(a1,n−2e2,n−2 · · · er(n−2)+1,s(n−2)+1)
2),
in which i∗(a1,n−2e2,n−2 · · · er(n−2)+1,s(n−2)+1)2 is exactly (ψ(a)ψ(b))2 in B(Cn−2). This
means that we can get the expression of ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) by induction.
We have proved the cases of n = 4, 5. Now assume inductively that
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =
{
s1,2sk+1,k+2 if n = 2k
s1,2sk+1,k+2sk+2,k+3 if n = 2k + 1.
Then, as discussed above,
i∗(a1,ne2,n · · · er(n)+1,s(n)+1)
2 =(ψ(a)ψ(b))2 = ψ(b)−1ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)
=
{
ψ(b)−1s1,2sk+1,k+2ψ(b) if n = 2k
ψ(b)−1s1,2sk+1,k+2sk+2,k+3ψ(b) if n = 2k + 1
=
{
s1,2ksk,k+1 if n = 2k
s1,2k+1sk,k+1sk+1,k+2 if n = 2k + 1.
When n = 2k + 2,
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) = j∗(s1,2ksk,k+1)σ
2
1 = i∗(s3,2k+2sk+2,k+3)σ
2
1 = s1,2sk+2,k+3
in B(C2k+2) and when n = 2k + 3,
ψ(b)ψ(a)ψ(b)ψ(a) =j∗(s1,2k+1sk,k+1sk+1,k+2)σ
2
1 = i∗(s3,2k+3sk+2,k+3sk+3,k+4)σ
2
1
=s1,2sk+2,k+3sk+3,k+4
in B(C2k+3), as desired. This completes the proof. 
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